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In a time when F1i Magazine is launching its website and Autosport is doing the same with a digital 

edition of its magazine, the time has come to deal with the tricky subject of F1’s representation and 

broadcast on the Internet. 

 

You may well know that feeder series are less exposed in the media than F1 – like Superleague 

Formula but to name one – allow Internet viewers to watch a live streaming of the race via Internet. 

The case for F1 is far from this way of working. We can envy the British for whom the BBC brings a 

live streaming, but the problem remains the same. 

 

Who has to deal with the problem? Must TV channels follow the BBC’s lead (or the one of ITV when 

they did F1) or does the Formula One Management need to realize that in the current situation, it 

would be a real asset to watch races on the Internet? Do we want to listen again to commentaries from 

commentators we are used to or do we want neutral, FOM-like comments like we’re rarely used to 

with the official reviews made every year? There is another problem dealing with this, in France these 

reviews don’t exist anymore so we have to pay quite a lot to get them from the UK. French people 

have to spend €38 to afford those reviews that we don’t find very easily. When I went to London last 

July, I found for £6 the 2007 Official F1 Review. I know there are differences between the values of 

each currency, but come on, we see very easily that we’ve saved a lot of money here. 

There is another problem as far as linguistics is concerned: could we have the possibility to see Grand 

Prix broadcasted by foreign channels? People from Lorraine aren’t the only ones who have earned the 

right to receive RTL and RTBF when French channel TF1 forgets to broadcast – way too often – 

Grand Prix. Yeah, I know that with a parabola we can find a way receiving a few channels if it’s 

turned towards the right direction. Some people told me they received the BBC that way. This is so 

unfair for those who can’t understand Shakespeare’s language! Anyway, this is a personal analysis 

which has more to do with learning languages in France than F1 in itself. 

 

And also, I was thinking about it the other day because Guillaume and I wanted to get the 1997 F1 

French GP. He had attended it but he never saw it on TV, so I thought that we couldn’t find it in malls 

or in any marketplace, unlike music or DVDs. Downloading? It’s crazy to see how legal downloading 

has been brought to people in the easiest way you can possibly imagine in both areas. For sports 

events, Nothing has been done. 

 

So the question is simple: are we just eternal selfish people who always want more, or is the demand 

way past the supply so that the FOM is losing itself in Youtube clips censoring? 

 

Hopefully the latest FOTA/LG poll will make things change. They indeed asked us whether we were 

interested in live streaming. But let’s think about those who haven’t enough bandwidth (512k at best): 

for them, no streaming can be watched without losing one’s nerves, if you know what I mean… 

 

In any case, see you next Sunday for the first F1 Grand Prix of the 2010 season! I know you can’t wait 

anymore – neither can we. 


